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DESCRIPTION
Miscellaneous materials documenting the life and career of Andreas Feininger (1906-1999), photographer.

The collection is active.

Fraction of a linear foot.

PROVENANCE
Materials in this collection were acquired from a wide variety of different sources. This is an artificial collection, compiled to document the career of Feininger from a variety of perspectives.

RESTRICTIONS AND COPYRIGHT
Unless otherwise noted, photocopying of personal correspondence and original manuscripts is not allowed without permission from the author.

INVENTORY
Subgroup one
Photocopies of press clippings related to the 1999 exhibition of Feininger’s photographs organized by the Institut für Kulturaustausch and held at the Altonaer Museum (Norddeutsches Landesmuseum) in Hamburg, Germany.
(2 folders)
Subgroup two (2)

**Softbound Booklets/Notebooks** of childhood art work and writings, approximately 7” x 8”.

- Cover inscribed “*Fur Mami von Andreas zu Weihnachten 1917*”. Handwritten contents and two colored drawings with 7 loose sheets of art work enclosed.
- Cover inscribed “*Meinem Lieben Papileo zu Weihnachten von seinem Andreas 1917*”. Contains colored drawings and notations.
- *Zeichen-Buch fur* inscribed “*Meinen lieben Papileo zu Weihnachten 1917*” on cover. Watercolors and drawings with notations tipped in, interleaved with pink tissue.
- *Zeichen-Buch fur* inscribed “*Meinen Papileo zu Weihnachten 1917*” on cover. Watercolors and drawings with notations tipped in, interleaved with pink tissue. One loose drawing inserted.
- Cover inscribed “*Aus meinem Welten und Landern, fur Mami von Andreas zu Weihnachten 1913*”. Handwritten contents with color and black and white drawings.
- Cover untitled. Title page inscribed “*Fofos Reisen. Bd. 1*”, “*Fofos Reise um die Welt. Fur Mami zu Weihnachten 1918, Andreas Feininger. 1918*”. Handwritten contents with color and black and white drawings.
- Cover untitled. Title page inscribed “*d.9.9.17*” “*fur Mamiche von Laurence*”. Contains color and black and white drawings. Two loose sheets of drawings enclosed.

Subgroup three (3)

**Green Box of childhood art work**

- “One folder of 55 pieces of artwork
- 269 loose sheets of artwork
- Gift of Anonymous Donor, 2013

Gift of Anonymous Donor, 2013